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Those of you who know me. As well as those who've surveyed my art (yeah right drawings as
opposed to photomanips?) Have prolly figured out I was big on Image. And have also noticed I have
yet to bag on them............

Worry not young jedi's. There time is come!

So as I understood it back in the day, the big namer artists at Marvel started feelin some creative
oppression. Marvel with their stone tablets tend to figure why risk new crap when our formula brought
forth by Moses has served us for eons, won't let em breathe. So they gets the bright idea to jump
ship and float their own boats. Nice idea, love the independance, fresh start was wonderful. But lets
see...............................................

I started hunting down Fathom comics recently. 4 issues of people standing around cryin about a
mistake that happened in like the first 4 pages of issue 1. And lets not overlook the fact she's nothing
more than a really HOT female Aquaman. He was freakin lame unless it was an underwater story. So
anyways, 4 comics and the most that happens is a freakin underwater station gets blown up and she
gets kidnapped. The rest of the time they take for freakin ever to just TALK about going to kick some
butt. Sh!t or get off the pot people! I ain't got a century to watch you scratch your @$$!

Then there's WildC.A.T.S. I quit collecting due to time constraints in the military. And when I get
back, all my wildcats look like freakin couch potatoes! What's up with the sweat shirts with their
names spread across? Screw that, I want to see some alien blood flyin. At the very least you could
explain why a midget is pimpin and super rich!

Did anybody ever read Trencher? All I gotta say is it's a total Lobo rip off! 
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